Introduction
Elucidating the changes in the brain that occur upon loss and recovery of consciousness (LOC, 25 ROC) is critical to our understanding of the neural basis of consciousness. It is a prerequisite for 26 improving diagnosis and prognosis of disorders of consciousness, as well as noninvasive 27 monitoring of awareness in clinical settings (Bayne et al., 2017; Bernat, 2017; Stein and Glick, 28 2016). A primary hurdle is identifying changes that are specific to LOC and ROC, as opposed to 29 nonspecific changes in brain activity in response to endogenous or exogenous factors (e.g. 30 neuromodulators during sleep or anesthetic agents). This can be clarified by investigating 31 common features of LOC and ROC during sleep and anesthesia (Mashour, 2006; Shushruth, 32 2013; Tung and Mendelson, 2004) . A handful of studies have compared the changes in neural 33 activity that occur during transitions between arousal states during sleep versus anesthesia in 34 human subjects (Li et al., 2018; Murphy et al., 2011) , but commonalities in neural mechanisms 35 have been elusive, perhaps because sleep and anesthesia data in these studies were obtained 36 in different subjects, or because of the metrics investigated, or both. Here, we compare 37 changes in functional connectivity in the same subjects during sleep and propofol anesthesia. 38 Although endogenous sleep and arousal centers play a role in initiating changes in 39 arousal state during LOC/ROC (Lydic and Baghdoyan, 2005) , these mechanisms likely only 40 partially overlap for sleep and anesthesia (Akeju and Brown, 2017) . Importantly, changes in the 41 contents of consciousness are likely secondary to actions in neocortex (Voss et al., 2019) , which features such as frequency tuning in auditory cortex are preserved (Nir et Spoormaker et al., 2010) . 54 These studies suggest that LOC under a variety of conditions converges on specific 55 changes in cortical connectivity. However, a major impediment to identifying these changes is a 56 lack of consensus on key details, for example whether overall or long-range connectivity Brown, 2017). Specifically, subjects are arousable from the latter but not from the former, and 62 this maintained connectedness with the environment likely involves cortical activation. The 63 structure of natural sleep, in its transitions between REM and multiple stages of NREM sleep, is 64 not mimicked by steady-state anesthesia. A recent imaging study found substantial differences 65 in the changes in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) functional connectivity that 66 occur during sleep and propofol anesthesia (Li et al., 2018) . Slow wave components of EEG 67 signals during sleep and anesthesia in animal models exhibit distinct patterns of activity as well 68 (MacIver and Bland, 2014). Furthermore, delta-band activity during the deepest stages of 69 NREM sleep (N3) most closely resembles brain activity under anesthesia (Murphy et al., 2011) , 70 but unresponsiveness (and presumably reduced level of consciousness) occurs as well in stage 2 71 NREM (N2) sleep (Strauss et al., 2015) . Direct comparisons of changes in connectivity associated 72 with LOC under natural sleep and anesthesia may help resolve these discrepancies. 73 Here, we investigated changes in cortical functional connectivity across arousal states 74 under natural sleep and anesthesia. Intracranial recordings obtained from neurosurgical 75 patients with pharmacologically resistant epilepsy allowed us to compare connectivity using 76 data obtained from the same recording sites in the same subjects. 79 Experiments were carried out in five neurosurgical patients diagnosed with medically refractory 80 epilepsy who were undergoing chronic invasive electrophysiological monitoring to identify 81 seizure foci prior to resection surgery ( Supplementary Table 1 ). Research protocols were 82 approved by the University of Iowa Institutional Review Board and the National Institutes of 83 Health, and written informed consent was obtained from all subjects. Research participation 84 did not interfere with acquisition of clinically necessary data, and subjects could rescind 85 consent for research without interrupting their clinical management. Subjects were right- 86 handed, left language-dominant native English speakers. All subjects underwent standard 87 neuropsychological assessment prior to electrode implantation, and none had cognitive deficits 88 that would impact the results of this study. The subjects were tapered off their antiepileptic 89 drugs (AEDs) during chronic monitoring when overnight sleep data were collected (see below). 90 All subjects had their medication regimens reinstated at the end of the monitoring period, prior 91 to induction of general anesthesia for the resection surgery. Two sets of no-task, resting-state (RS) data were recorded: overnight sleep data were 108 collected first, followed several days later by anesthesia data. RS ECoG, EEG, and video data 109 were collected from subjects during natural overnight sleep ( Supplementary Fig. 2a following the international 10-20 system at A1, A2, F3, F3, F4, O1, and O2 in all subjects, with 128 the following additional electrodes: C3 and C4 in all subjects but R376; E1 and E2 in L372 and observed to have eyes closed during nearly all resting state recordings. Data were recorded in 142 6-minute blocks, interleaved with an auditory stimulus paradigm as part of a separate study 143 (Nourski et al., 2018a, b) . Data were collected during an awake baseline period and during 144 induction of general anesthesia with incrementally titrated propofol infusion (50 -150 145 µg/kg/min; Supplementary Fig. 2b ). concentrations were calculated on a minute-by-minute basis for each subject based on their 153 age, weight, gender, and propofol infusion rate using a pharmacokinetic model (Schnider et al., 154 1998). 155 In four of five subjects, OAA/S values crossed the boundary between S and U over the 156 course of the 6-minute RS block (e.g. RS block #1 in subject L372; see Supplementary Fig. 2b ). In anesthesia experiment in each subject are provided in Supplementary Table 2 ; all data were 164 used in the analyses. which corrected for post-operative brain shift and distortion. The warping was constrained with 211 50-100 control points, manually selected throughout the brain, which aligned to visibly 212 corresponding landmarks in the pre-and post-implantation MRIs. 213 To compare functional connectivity between arousal states, the dimensionality of the 214 adjacency matrices (i.e. the wPLI connectivity matrices) was reduced by assigning electrodes to 215 one of 37 specific ROIs organized into 7 ROI groups (see Fig. 3 ; Table 1 ; Supplementary Table 3) waveforms recorded from adjacent sites were examined to identify discontinuities in response 227 profiles along HG that could be interpreted as reflecting a transition from HGPM to HGAL. 228 Recording sites identified as seizure foci or characterized by excessive noise, and depth 229 electrode contacts localized to the white matter or outside brain, were excluded from analyses 230 and are not listed in Supplementary Table 3 . 273 We used a classification analysis as an additional evaluation of changes in connectivity as a 274 function of arousal state. Here, data from each subject was divided into 10-second segments, 275 and adjacency matrices were computed for each segment. To ensure that the data from the 276 two experiments (sleep and anesthesia) were on the same scale, adjacency matrices computed 277 from the anesthesia data were scaled by the slope derived from a regression analysis that 278 related wPLI values computed for sleep vs. anesthesia data for each subject. A linear classifier (implemented using SGDClassifier from Python's Scikit-Learn library) was trained on a subset 280 (80%) of WS and N2 segments, and then applied to unseen data from all arousal states (WS, N1, 281 N2, N3, REM, WA, S, U) in each subject. Models were trained on data from the sleep 282 experiment because there were many more segments available compared to anesthesia (see 283 Supplementary Fig. 2) . Given an unequal number of segments in WS and N2 stages (see 284 Supplementary Table 2 ), training sets were balanced via random sampling. Rather than using a 285 binary classification scheme, we assigned each segment a prediction score from 0 (most 'N2- within-anterior connectivity and changes in long-range connectivity were assessed using 312 permutation analysis as described above for state-dependent differences in d. Table 3 , Supplementary Fig. 1 ). The focus of this 320 study was on changes in cortical connectivity across arousal states. As sensory awareness is a Supplementary Fig. 2a ). There was a 332 high correspondence between the ratio of delta to beta band power in frontal ECoG electrodes 333 and the assigned sleep stage (cf. Kremen et al., 2019) . Overnight recordings in all subjects 334 featured wake (WS) state as well as N1, N2, and REM sleep stages; N3 was also observed in 3 of 335 5 subjects (Supplementary Table 2 ). The total duration of scored recordings in each subject was 336 between 284 and 584 minutes (median 481 minutes).
Subjects

Classification analysis
During the anesthesia experiment, all subjects transitioned from wake (WA) to sedated 338 (S; OAA/S>2) and unresponsive (U; OAA/S ≤2) states as propofol infusion rate was increased 339 ( Supplementary Fig. 2b ). Average estimated plasma propofol concentration at loss of 340 responsiveness was 2.31 µg/ml (range 1.71-3.01 µg/ml). OAA/S scores exhibited a good 358 Power spectral density (PSD) measurements made during WS and WA states exhibited shapes 359 typical of resting state eyes-closed recordings, with power falling off approximately as 1/f 2 and 360 broad peaks typically observed in the alpha and beta bands ( Fig. 1; Supplementary Fig. 3 ). There 361 were only small differences observed between WS and N1, and none between WA and S ( Fig.   362 2). By contrast, transitions into states N2 and U were characterized by large band-and region-363 specific changes in PSDs. As expected, N2 sleep was characterized by a widespread increase in 364 delta power (see Fig. 2a ). Of note, increases in alpha power in N2, as might be expected due to Adjacency matrices were computed first for each pair of recording sites (Fig. 3a) , then 379 transformed into ROI-based adjacency matrices (Fig. 3b ), from which chord connectivity plots 380 were created (Fig. 3c alpha-band were within the temporal lobe (Fig. 4) . This pattern was largely preserved in N1, 384 REM and S states. By contrast, a distinct connectivity profile emerged for N2 and U, in which 385 the strongest alpha-band connections were within prefrontal cortex and between prefrontal 386 cortex and select ROIs, including insula, gyrus rectus, and PMC (see Fig. 4 , third column). More 387 modest changes in connectivity were observed in other frequency bands ( Supplementary Fig.   388 6). In the three subjects in whom N3 sleep was observed, the shift in alpha-band connectivity 389 was even more pronounced in N3 compared to N2 ( Supplementary Fig. 7) . 390 The wPLI is in theory insensitive to changes in spectral power in the underlying signals abstraction from the data both because it is an average across subjects and because it displays 414 only the 10% strongest connections. 415 To confirm the existence of a transition boundary, we applied two different analyses. 416 First, changes in connectivity with arousal state were measured using the differences between 417 un-thresholded ROI × ROI adjacency matrices. Specifically, the magnitude of the difference in 418 connectivity between states J and K was computed as d J,K = ||A J -A K ||, where A is the 419 adjacency matrix for that state and ||M|| is the operator norm of the matrix M (see Methods). 420 Using this metric, functional connectivity was evaluated within each experiment (sleep, 421 anesthesia) to test the hypothesis that differences across the transition boundary (sleep: d N1,N2 422 and d REM,N2 ; anesthesia: d S,U ) were larger in magnitude than differences that do not cross that 423 boundary (sleep: d WS,N1 , d WS,REM ; anesthesia: d WA,S ). Mean effect sizes across subjects (mean Cliff's delta, δU , see methods) are reported, and a permutation test was performed to estimate 425 how chance arrangements of the data compare to the actual differences observed. We found 426 that within the alpha-band, d WS,N1 was significantly smaller than d N1,N2 (δU = 0.36, p = 0.0012), as 427 was d WA,S compared to d S,U (δU = 0.70, p = 0.045). Additionally, d WS,REM was significantly smaller 428 than d REM,N2 (δU = 0.29, p = 0.0016). Comparable results (i.e. both d WS,N1 < d N1,N2 and d WA,S < d S,U 429 significant) were not found within delta and gamma bands ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ; 430 Supplementary Table 4 ). 431 Further support for a transition boundary distinguishing alpha-band connectivity profiles 432 was provided by classification analysis (Fig. 5a ). Rather than starting with the average 433 connectivity profiles, as in the difference norms analysis above, the classification analysis was 434 based directly on the time series of connectivity matrices measured during the overnight sleep 435 experiment. The classifier was trained on data segments from two states appearing to fall on 436 either side of the boundary, WS and N2, and then tested on data segments from all arousal 437 states. We used a logistic weighting function to assign a value between 0 ('N2-like') and 1 ('WS-438 like') to each segment. For this analysis, adjacency matrices were calculated from shorter (10-439 second) segments of data to provide a larger dataset on which to train the classifier, and the 440 analysis was performed on each subject separately. As expected, median prediction scores on 441 N2 and WS were highly skewed toward 0 and 1, respectively (N2: 0.045; WS: 0.95). Separation 442 in median prediction score for N2 and WS segments was greater for alpha (difference of 443 medians = 0.91) compared to other frequency bands (delta, difference of medians = 0.54; 444 gamma, difference of medians = 0.49). N3 data were classified as 'N2-like' (median logistic 445 prediction score = 0.028). Importantly, both N1 and REM tended to be classified as 'WS-like' 446 (median logistic prediction score = 0.68 and 0.66, respectively). Overall, classification results 447 were generally consistent across the five subjects ( Supplementary Fig. 8 ). An examination of the , respectively]. We found that d WS,WA and d N1,S were 463 significantly smaller than their corresponding d Non-equiv (δU = 0.22, p = 0.0037 and δU = 0.22, p = 464 0.00069, respectively) but d N2,U was not (δU = 0.13, p = 0.34). These data indicate similarity in 465 alpha-band connectivity profiles observed during N1 sleep and sedation. Comparable results 466 (i.e. both d WS,WA and d N1,S significantly smaller than their corresponding d Non-equiv ) were not 467 found within delta and gamma bands ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ; Supplementary Table 4 ). 468 Classification analysis also provided support for the idea that connectivity profiles under 469 sleep and anesthesia overlap. Here, classifiers trained on WS and N2 data from the sleep 470 experiment (see Fig. 5a ) were applied to anesthesia data ( Fig. 5b ) in order to determine 471 whether the transition boundary observed during sleep generalized to changes in arousal state 472 under anesthesia. The classifiers tended to assign WA segments to the WS-like category 473 (median logistic prediction score = 0.70), and assigned U segments with high probability to the 474 N2-like category (median logistic prediction score = 0.078). By contrast, S segments were 475 equally likely to be assigned to WS and N2 (median logistic prediction score = 0.50). The former 476 result stands in contrast to the result of the difference norms analysis that did not reveal a 477 greater similarity between N2 and U compared to other states. Overall, classification results of 478 anesthesia data were generally consistent across subjects and over the duration of each 479 experiment in individual subjects (see Supplementary Figures 8, 9 ). The classifier results suggest 480 substantial overlap in connectivity profiles between some 'equivalent' sleep and anesthesia 481 arousal states, while connectivity in S bears similarity to both WS and N2 states. 482 483 3.6. Regional distribution of functional connectivity strength across arousal states 484 The changes in regional distribution of connectivity across the transition boundary suggested by 485 the results of Figure 4 , i.e. the shift from temporo-parietal to prefrontal connectivity, were 486 strikingly similar in the sleep and anesthesia experiments (see Fig. 4 ). Boly this perspective, we quantified the differences in regional connectivity observed across arousal 491 states in the current study. We divided ROIs into two groups: a posterior group that included all 492 temporal, parietal and occipital ROIs, and an anterior group that included all frontal ROIs. We 493 then compared the mean alpha-band wPLI across all pairs of recording sites within each group, 494 and calculated a regional bias in connectivity as the difference between within-anterior and 495 within-posterior connectivity. Figure 6a shows the bias in connectivity, with biases toward 496 within-posterior connectivity indicated by negative values and within-anterior by positive 497 values. There was a shift from posterior and towards anterior connectivity with reduced arousal 498 in both sleep [change in regional bias from N2-N1 δU = 0.71, p < 0.0001; N2-WS δU = 0.73, p < 499 0.0001] and anesthesia (U-S δU = 1.0, p = 0.013; U-WA δU = 1.0, p = 0.0003). The shift from WS to 500 N1 or WA to S was not significant (N1-WS δU = 0.37, p = 0.070; S-WA δU = 0.98, p = 0.056). REM 501 was different from N2 (N2-REM δU = 0.83, p < 0.0001) but not significantly different from wake 502 (REM-WS δU = 0.20, p = 0.39). An examination of the time series of alpha wPLI regional bias over 503 the experiment duration in each subject provided additional evidence for association between 504 a shift towards anterior connectivity and states of reduced consciousness ( Supplementary Fig.   505 10). Specifically, four out of five subjects (L372, R376, L403, L409) exhibited shifts toward 506 anterior connectivity that were unique to unresponsive states (N2 and N3), while REM and N1 507 segments remained similar to WS in terms of wPLI regional bias. Notably, in all five subjects, U 508 was characterized by shift toward anterior connectivity bias. Thus, the data indicate that alpha-band connectivity in WS versus N2 and in WA versus U exhibits a similar shift from connectivity 510 within posterior towards connectivity within anterior regions. 511 Finally, disruption in long-range cortico-cortical connectivity has been noted upon LOC (Fig. 6b ). We found no evidence for a 518 decrease in long-range functional connectivity, observing rather a modest increase in N2 and U 519 relative to wake (N2-WS δU = 0.57, p < 0.0001; U-WA δU = 0.73, p = 0.0053) and N1/S (N2-N1 δU = 520 0.64, p < 0.0001; U-S δU = 0.86, p = 0.0050). We did not find significant changes in long-range 521 connectivity between WS and N1 (N1-WS δU = -0.21, p = 0.15) or WA and S (S-WA δU = -0.05, p = 522 0.57), but long-range connectivity was reduced in REM (R-WS δU = -0.79, p = 0.00063). 536 A practical biomarker of conscious vs unconscious state must generalize to multiple settings 537 where LOC is encountered, including sleep and general anesthesia. Previous attempts to use band-specific power to distinguish arousal states under general anesthesia have been largely 539 unsuccessful (Otto, 2008; Struys et al., 1998) . This difficulty likely stems from agent-specific 540 changes in power spectra, for example differing between propofol, ketamine and 541 dexmedetomidine anesthesia (Mashour, 2020) . The changes that we observed during natural 542 sleep, specifically widespread increases in spectral power in the delta band (see Fig. 2a ), are 543 hallmarks of N2 and N3, but not N1, sleep (Prerau et al., 2017; Steriade et al., 1993) . In contrast 544 to observations during natural sleep, under propofol anesthesia we observed region-specific 545 (not global) increases in delta power (see Fig. 2b ), and increases in frontal alpha power (see in the present study did not consistently distinguish N1 from N2, and S from U (see Fig. 2 ). In 553 addition, these changes across arousal states were not consistently paralleled by changes in 554 connectivity. For example, alpha power did not consistently increase in N2 compared to WS and 555 N1 states, yet this band exhibited the most prominent connectivity changes observed during 556 sleep (see Fig. 2, Fig. 4 ). Conversely, although the transition to N2 and N3 sleep was 557 characterized by an increase in delta power in multiple ROIs, connectivity within and across 558 these ROIs did not undergo a comparable degree of reorganization (see Fig, 2 565 The sharing of information between cortical regions is a critical element in theories of However, that study utilized data from two different sets of subjects and did not compare 575 changes in functional connectivity between the two data sets. A recent study in human 576 volunteers that did measure changes in functional connectivity patterns derived from fMRI 577 during transitions in arousal state found substantial differences between sleep and propofol 578 anesthesia (again, imaged in two different groups of subjects) (Li et al., 2018) . Interestingly, the 579 latter study found that cortical changes during NREM sleep were confined to frontal cortex, 580 while changes under propofol anesthesia were widespread. Here, measuring ECoG-derived 581 functional connectivity in the same subjects during sleep and anesthesia, we found substantial 582 overlap in the regional changes in functional connectivity during transitions in arousal state. 583 We observed consistent and pronounced changes in connectivity upon transitions into 584 N2 and U as quantified by the difference norms and classifier analyses. What is novel about the 585 results presented here is the degree of overlap between changes in connectivity profiles across 586 arousal states in sleep and anesthesia. This overlap included a pronounced transition boundary 587 between N1 and N2, and between S and U (Fig. 4) . On a superficial level, one might expect 588 some overlap in arousal states, and thus in the changes upon transitions between arousal 589 states, during sleep and anesthesia, yet differences are expected as well. For example, WS and 590 WA are both wake states, but disparities in the time of day of the recordings (overnight versus 591 morning), the behavioral state of the subject (e.g. WA was just prior to major surgery), and 592 environment (monitoring suite versus operating room) could result in substantial differences in 593 cortical network organization. Similarly, although both N2 and U are unresponsive states with 594 low probability of reportable conscious experience, differences in brain state due to the 595 presence of endogenous sleep factors versus the anesthetic agent might result in distinct brain connectivity patterns. Indeed, the analysis using difference norms did not find the N2 and U 597 connectivity profiles to be more similar to each other than to other states across the transition 598 boundary. This is likely due to the conservative nature of the analysis, in that any differences in 599 the connectivity between specific ROIs will manifest in the element-by-element differences 600 between adjacency matrices. By contrast, classification analysis did find N2 and U states to be 601 similar, in that U data segments were easily categorized as N2-like. This is likely because the classification analyses applied to the ROI-by-ROI adjacency matrices (see Fig. 4 , 5) and with the 613 analysis of intra-regional and long-range connectivity (see Fig. 6 ). However, even though 614 connectivity patterns during propofol sedation (S) generally aligned with other conscious states, 615 both the classification and intra-regional connectivity analyses were consistent with 616 fluctuations in arousal level in this state (see Fig. 5b, 6a ). (Vijayan et al., 2013) . However, the observations that the frontal shift in alpha-band 652 connectivity was even more pronounced in N3 than it is in N2 ( Supplementary Fig. 7) , even 653 though spindles are less common in N3 (Andrillon et al., 2011) , and that significant changes in alpha power were not observed during sleep (see Fig. 2a ), suggest that the changes in alpha-655 band connectivity were unlikely driven solely by sleep spindle activity. 676 The key limitations of this study are the small number of participants (n = 5), and that the 677 subjects had a neurologic disorder, and thus may not be entirely representative of a healthy overall the definition of arousal states that was central to the analysis was not affected by the 710 confounding factors secondary to the subjects' history of epilepsy, allowing us to measure brain 711 states regardless of them. All of these factors may have contributed to variability in connectivity measures, making detection of differences across arousal states more difficult. This makes the 713 positive findings of the current study all the more striking. 714 The motivation for exploring changes in connectivity across arousal states is to elucidate 715 the neural underpinnings that define these states. We note, however, that the arousal states as 716 defined in this study are likely non-uniform regarding consciousness. For example, healthy 717 adults are able to report on conscious experience (i.e. dreaming) about 40% and 20% of the 718 time in N2 and N3 sleep (Siclari et al., 2013) . Dreaming also occurs under propofol anesthesia in 719 about 20% of patients (Leslie et al., 2009 ). This suggests that differences in brain connectivity 720 between the conscious and unconscious states may be even greater than those reported here, 721 had it been possible to distinguish reliably dreaming vs. non-dreaming states in our data set. 722 We also note the challenges in assessing awareness under anesthesia, and specifically 723 the delicate balance between interrogating a subject's awareness and changing the state of 724 their arousal with that interrogation. The approach employed here, the OAA/S, is considered 725 the gold standard for assessing awareness in the perioperative setting (Chernik et al., 1990) , 726 and it has been cross-validated using EEG-based measures such as BIS (Vanluchene et al., 2004) . 727 The BIS values recorded in the current study corresponded well to those associated with wake, 728 sedated, and unconscious states in previous reports (Vanluchene et al., 2004) . Importantly, we 729 did not observe consistent increases in BIS values post-OAA/S assessments compared to pre-730 OAA/S assessments (see Supplementary Fig. 2) , indicating that our assessments likely did not 731 alter the arousal state of the subjects. Gan, T.J., Glass, P.S., Windsor, A., Payne, F., Rosow, C., Sebel, P., Manberg, P., 1997. Bispectral index 877 monitoring allows faster emergence and improved recovery from propofol, alfentanil, and 878 nitrous oxide anesthesia. BIS Utility Study Group. Anesthesiology 87, 808-815.
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